
   REPORT ON REVIEW OF INVESTIGATION 

 

I. SCOPE OF INQUIRY: 

I was engaged by the South Burlington School District School Board (SBSD or Board) to review 

the process and substance of the internal administrative investigation and the imposed 

disciplinary response concerning the incident that occurred in the classroom of then SBSD 

teacher Mr. Barner (Teacher) concerning the discussion of the Black Lives Matter flag and an 

observational reference to a mark on a 3D printer looking like a noose.  I wish to make clear that 

my charge was not to conduct a second full-fledged investigation, but instead to accomplish the 

following: 

a. To determine whether the investigation methodology of the internal investigation 

conducted by SBSD’s administration was consistent with established professional 

standards for such inquiries. 

b. To assess whether I concur that the involved teacher should have been disciplined for 

what occurred, and whether I believe that the level of discipline was appropriately related 

to the severity of the offense and other appropriate factors. 

c. To assess whether I concur with the finding that a student who made the observation 

about the appearance of a noose on the 3D printer should have been determined to be in 

violation of SBSD policies relating to protected characteristics; and 

d. To advise the Board as to any modifications of existing policies or procedures which 

should occur to most reasonably ensure that SBSD will handle unfortunate situations of 

this type, if they should occur again, in a less controversial and more effective and 

appropriate manner.    

 

II. REVIEW METHODOLOGY: 

In order to accomplish my assignment, I reviewed all materials associated with the issues in 

question including the original notice via a zoom meeting placing Mr. Barner on administrative 

leave pending an investigation, the investigation materials, the collective bargaining agreement 

between SBSD and the South Burlington Educators’ Association; existing SBSD policies 

concerning discrimination, harassment, equity, diversity and inclusion, and its procedures with 

respect to the receipt of complaints and the conduct of disciplinary investigations.  To the extent 

necessary to gain a full understanding of what occurred and why, I also had a conversation with 

Superintendent Young and supplementary confidential conversations with outside resources.  

 

III. FINDINGS: 

I make the following findings on the basis of my review: 



a. The methodology utilized by the SBSD administration for carrying out the investigation 

was consistent with established norms of competency and expedition as well as 

compliance with SBSD’s policies and procedures.  

b. The determination by the administration that the teacher had conducted himself 

inappropriately under the circumstances and should be disciplined was a sound 

determination under applicable “no discipline without just cause” contractual standards.   

c. The administration appropriately took the lack of any prior discipline imposed upon the 

teacher over his long career as well as his immediate remorse for making the 

inappropriate remark into account in weighing the level of discipline it would impose, as 

these factors would also be considered important by any arbitrator, administrative body 

or court reviewing the matter.   

d. The Board’s current policies and procedures are sufficient in scope and are appropriately 

up to date in their content.  They are not deficient in any material manner from a 

compliance perspective.  

Notwithstanding a-d just above, and based upon my own experience and judgment, I would 

divert from the results of the internal investigation in three respects, namely: 

1. It is my assessment that the student who made the observational comment in the 

classroom should not have been found in violation of existing policy. The student (SH) 

observed that the biproduct created when producing a cylindrical object on the 3D printer 

looked like a noose. This was a factual observation verbalized. The investigatory process 

revealed the comment was not based on an actual or perceived protected characteristic of 

any individual or group of individuals. This perspective is evidenced when the student 

(SH) reported that, upon reflection, he was concerned that pointing out the imagery of a 

noose may have been insensitive as related to suicide. In addition, the aggrieved student 

(JC) is quoted in the investigative report to have said “Kids aren’t like that here”. He 

further indicated he did not believe the other student’s (SH) statement was directed at him 

or anyone else. The evidence and testimony do not support a finding that the statement 

was an act of racially motivated aggression or micro aggression. For these reasons, I 

recommend the record be amended to expunge any reference to a violation of policy by 

the student (SH). The above notwithstanding, the significance of the use of the noose and 

imagery thereof, as an implement of horrific racial atrocities and threats of atrocity 

against Black people in the United States is poignant and relevant to the overall 

investigation.  

2. Though I fully appreciate the complexity of imposition of discipline in a collective 

bargaining environment, and while I appreciate the consideration undertaken by the 

administration before imposing the penalty it did, it is my assessment that a significantly 

more robust disciplinary response to the teacher’s spontaneous and reckless utterances 

was warranted.  The conduct is a significant departure from the standard of teaching care 

and level of judgement expected of any professional, much less an individual with his 

level of experience.  I am unable to imagine a credible excuse or find investigatory 

evidence of an acceptable explanation. HHB policy language refers to conduct that has 

the “purpose or effect of objectively and substantially undermining and detracting from 



or interfering with a student’s educational performance or access to school resources or 

creating an objectively intimidating hostile, or offensive environment”. I concur with the 

administration’s assessment, as further supported by JC’s corroboration, that the conduct 

did not have the purpose of malicious, targeted intent; however, it did have profound 

negative impact.  And unlike the student who observed the object’s objective appearance, 

the teacher linked the object to Black Lives Matter and therefore to the protected 

characteristic of race in violation of policy. The severity and pervasiveness of untenable 

circumstances are additional considerations in determining harassment and 

discrimination. Investigatory evidence shows no history of an actual or perceived 

pervasive pattern of similar conduct. However, the severity is significant. Given both 

SBSD’s administration and Board’s ongoing commitment to the advancement of its 

agenda promoting equity, diversity and inclusion, I respectfully submit that the more 

appropriate disciplinary response would have been a more significant unpaid suspension 

short of termination together with what is called a “last chance agreement letter” which 

unambiguously stated that if there was a recurrence of the same or similar type incident, 

termination would result. In stating this, I fully recognize that Mr. Barner had made the 

decision to retire at the end of the academic year.  Notwithstanding this fact, I believe the 

warning should have been given, at least for the deterrent effect it would have for future 

situations.  I also recognize that the imposition of such discipline would be subject to 

appeal under the grievance and arbitration provisions of the CBA, and ultimately to final 

and binding arbitration.  I realize further that the arbitrator could determine that the level 

of discipline I believe to be appropriate would be ordered to be reduced because of the 

arbitrator’s belief that under all the circumstances it was too severe.  The results of 

employment arbitrations are rarely predictable with confidence, and the administration 

certainly knows this.  I also understand it was guided, at least in part, by advice from 

specially assigned legal counsel.1  It is my considered belief, however, that a more 

significant suspension would have more appropriately reinforced the degree to which 

SBSD stands fully behind its commitment to equity and inclusion.     

3. I endorse and applaud the administration’s efforts to include a restorative component as a 

part of its overall problem-solving approach. This methodology has proven to be a 

particularly effective way of addressing conflict that enables people who causes harm, 

people who are affected by the harm, and the community to create a meaningful solution. 

I am clear from the record provided that both the high school and central administration 

made several, albeit unsuccessful efforts to increase participation in the process that did 

occur here.  Unfortunately, while the process did result in both the teacher showing 

significant remorse with an apology to the student and the class, a complete restorative 

process would have also involved the teacher himself hearing from both the student who 

felt harmed as well as from his parent or parents so that he could fully appreciate the 

degree to which the student, his family, and the community were impacted. In turn, those 

 
1 I understand that in fact the discipline actually imposed was more than that recommended by such counsel.   



impacted could have more agency in creating a more personally meaningful healing 

process.2  

RECOMMENDATION: 

Looking to the future, I recommend an external review of existing policy, procedures, and 

collective bargaining agreements by a broadly representative committee of internal and external 

resources be undertaken with an eye toward cultural competency and systematic inequity. In 

addition, I recommend development of a robust restorative justice process that compensates for 

what is lacking in legal and policy considerations. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Susan Leonard  

10-20-21 

 

      

 

 

 
2 I do also recognize that the restorative process in this particular instance became significantly more complex and 

difficult because both the student and his family made a significant monetary claim against the District which 

required referral to the District’s insurance carrier and thereafter substantially limited the ability of District officials 

to interact directly as opposed to via the carrier’s claims review process.   


